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KEY TAKEAWAYS
CFO Innovation Asia surveyed 161 CFOs, finance directors,
controllers and other senior executives across Asia from 2 to 16
July 2013. The key findings include the following:

There is a sharp increase in the level
of pessimism compared with the
previous quarter. Four out of ten of the
finance executives surveyed (41%) say
they less optimistic or not optimistic at all,
up from just 27% in the previous survey
and 24% in the beginning of the year.
By economy, respondents based in
Hong Kong are the least optimistic at
68%, followed by those in China (53%),
Malaysia (39%) and Singapore (38%).
Optimism on the economy is almost nonexistent in China (just 7% are more or very
optimistic).
Pessimism has also seeped into India,
where 48% of respondents were optimistic
about the economy’s prospects in the
previous quarter. In the current survey,
only 32% express optimism – with another
32% saying they are less optimistic or not
optimistic at all (previous survey: 26%).
Expectations about company performance have moderated. Despite the
rising pessimism about the prospects of
the economy, 37% are still more optimistic
or very optimistic about the growth
prospects of their own company (previous
survey: 43%). The majority forecasts higher
sales (52% vs. 60%), while 46% expect
bigger profits (previous quarter: 54%). But
only 47% now expect new orders for the
business (previous quarter: 59%).
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It seems the general level of pessimism
about the economy, particularly in China
and Hong Kong, has yet to seriously affect
company-level growth prospects.
Still, companies remain cautious
about capital spending. Only 38% of
respondents say their firm will increase
capital expenditures, roughly the same
proportion as in the previous four surveys.
And just 25% will spend more on marketing
and advertising, down from 31% and 36%,
respectively, in the previous two surveys.
Interest in acquisitions in the previous
quarter, when 28% of respondents said
their company will intensify M&A activity,
appears to have turned cooler. In this survey,
only 21% of finance executives indicate
their firm will intensify M&A activity.
Consumer demand continues to be the
top external concern. The possibility that
the market will stop buying the company’s
products and services is rated a top-three
concern by half of respondents (previous
survey: 56%). Worries about government
regulations remain strong, cited as a topthree issue by 42% (41% previously, and
just 31% in the fourth quarter of 2012).
The worries over government action may
be related to property curbs in China, Hong
Kong and Singapore, and the anti-corruption
drive and deregulatory moves launched by
China’s new political leadership.
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Recruiting, developing and retaining
talent still the top internal concern.
The majority of respondents (51%) cite
talent management as a top-three internal
concern (from 54% in the previous quarter,
and up from 49% in the fourth quarter
last year). But cost-cutting is edging up
as an internal issue at 48% (previous
survey: 31%), followed by working capital
management at 31% (previous survey:
29%).
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Cost management is back as the key
strategic focus. Evidently as a function
of pessimism about the macro-economy
and moderating optimism about corporate
growth prospects, CFOs are now more
concerned about reducing overhead costs
(56% vs. 52% previously). ‘Renewing
focus on sales and marketing’ was the
top strategic focus in the previous survey
(66%, compared with 52% today), only
the second time since this survey was
started in 2009.
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Economic outlook: Reversal of fortune
How optimistic are you about the prospects of the economy
where you are based?

Base: 160 respondents (4Q 2009); 205 (1Q 2010); 215 (2Q 2010); 165 (3Q 2010); 147 (4Q 2010);
144 (1Q 2011); 119 (2Q 2011); 165 (3Q 2011); 215 (4Q 2011); 192 (1Q 2012); 286 (2Q 2012);
250 (3Q 2012); 162 (4Q 2012); 169 (1Q 2013; 190 (2Q2013); 161 (3Q2013). Totals may not add up
to 100% due to rounding

The economic slowdown in China has
apparently taken its toll on CFO optimism
across the region, not surprising given
the size of the Chinese economy and the
influence of its 1.3-billion consumer market
on intra-regional trade and commerce.
Uncertainty over the US Federal Reserve’s
tapering of quantitative easing may also
have contributed to the pessimistic mood.
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The proportion of those who are less
optimistic or not optimistic at all among
Asia’s CFO community jumped sharply to
41% from just 27% in the previous survey,
almost equal the 43%-pessimistic mark in
fourth quarter 2012.
The level of optimism has also reversed
to only 28% more or very optimistic, from
42% in the previous quarter and 50% in the
year’s first quarter.
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Economic prospects, by country

Base: 123 respondents

Understandably, Hong Kong, China’s
special administrative region, is the most
pessimistic about its economy’s prospects
going forward, given its exposure to the
mainland economy. Nearly seven out of
ten respondents based in Hong Kong
are less optimistic or not optimistic at all
about the city’s economic future (68%).
Those respondents based in China itself
are a bit more hopeful, with 53% not as
optimistic as in the previous quarter – but
40% saying there has been no change
in their sentiment, indicating some
confidence in the ability of economic
planners to engineer a soft landing. The
government is talking about GDP growth
of 7% in 2013, although some privatesector economists warn of an abruptly
slower 3%.
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Outside of Greater China, CFOs are not
as downbeat about their local economy,
although the level of optimism has also
declined. A third of respondents in India
(32%) say they are more optimistic/very
optimistic, the same proportion as those
who are less optimistic or not optimistic
at all. In the previous quarter, nearly half
– 48% – expressed optimism about the
Indian economy’s growth prospects.
Only 22% of respondents in Malaysia are
optimistic about the growth prospects of
that Southeast Asian economy, about the
same level as in neighbouring Singapore
(20%). Interestingly, 43% of CFOs in
Singapore and 39% in Malaysia say there
has been no change in their expectations
of macro-economic growth from the
previous survey, a wait-and-see attitude
that indicates some measure of hopefulness
about the future.
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Company prospects: Not all is lost
How optimistic are you about the growth prospects
of your own company?

Base: 124 respondents (4Q 2009); 202 (1Q 2010); 214 (2Q 2010); 163 (3Q 2010); 143 (4Q 2010);
143 (1Q 2011); 116 (2Q 2011); 164 (3Q 2011); 214 (4Q 2011); 188 (1Q 2012); 286 (2Q 2012; 249
(3Q 2012); 161 (4Q 2012); 167 (1Q 2013); 187 (2Q 2013); 158 (3Q2013). Totals may not add up to
100% due to rounding

Optimism about their company’s growth prospects has also fallen, with only 37% of CFOs
saying they are more optimistic or very optimistic – down from 43% in the previous survey
and 54% in the first quarter.
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Macro-economic versus own-company optimism

Base: 123 respondents

Once again, there is a gap between the
level of optimism on the economy and
on the company’s own prospects, with
more respondents in this survey positive
about their firm’s growth expectations
(37% optimistic) compared with their
assessment of the economy’s prospects
(just 28%).
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For all their pessimism about the way
forward for the economy, it appears that
CFOs are confident in their own enterprise’s
ability to continue expanding the business,
regardless of a slowdown or outright
contraction in the greater economy.
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Slower sales and earnings
What changes does your company anticipate
in the next 12 months?

Base: 151 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding

While the cloudier economy has seemingly
yet to seriously dent own-company
optimism, enterprises are becoming
more cautious about sales and profit
expectations. The majority of CFOs still
forecast higher sales over the next 12
months (52%), but this proportion is down
from 60% in the previous survey.
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Expectations that profits will be larger have
also declined to 46%, from 54% in the
previous quarter. A similar downward trend
can be seen with regards to new orders
for the business – only 47% say they will
be getting more of them, from 59% in the
previous quarter.
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Cost-cutting mood
What changes does your company anticipate
in the next 12 months?

Base: 151 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding

The slide in capex and other spending has
been evident in the five previous surveys
and the trend continues in this current
research. The proportion of respondents
who say their company will increase
capital expenditures is at 38% (previous
survey: 36%).
In this current survey, 26% will actually cut
back on capital spending (previous survey:
21%).
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The thriftier mood extends to sales,
marketing and distribution spend, with only
25% of respondents planning increased
expenditures (from 31% in the previous
quarter and 36% in the beginning of the
year).
The proportion of companies that will
intensify M&A activity stands at 21%, down
from 28% in the previous survey.
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Salaries: Lowered expectations
What changes does your company anticipate in the next 12 months?

Base: 151 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding

The austerity drive has snared salaries and
wages as well. Only half of respondents
now say their company will increase
compensation packages in the next 12
months, compared with 64% who said the
same in the previous quarter.
Despite the lack of movement on
compensation, however, 36%
of
companies will still increase the number of
employees, the same proportion as in the
previous survey.
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Perhaps in recognition of the possibility
that staff will not be as motivated because
of the salary freeze, only 46% of CFOs
now expect higher productivity in terms of
output per hour worked, versus 56% in the
previous survey.
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Where will the cash go?
What changes does your company anticipate
in the next 12 months?

Base: 151 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding

Since this survey was started in September
2009, respondents have consistently
indicated that their company will not
reduce cash on the balance sheet. The
proportion that will decrease cash levels
has never gone beyond 23% – until the
fourth-quarter 2011 survey, when 29%
said their company would lower cash
levels in the next 12 months.
Curiously, despite reductions in capex,
salary rises and other expenditures, 29%
of respondents in the current survey say
their company will decrease cash on the
balance sheet, up from just 20% in the
previous quarter. Forty one percent of
CFOs will continue accumulating cash,
down slightly from 44% previously.
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The proportion of respondents who see
increased volumes of receivables at risk in
their company is ticking up as well – 34%
expect to see more receivables at risk in
the next 12 months, compared with 29%
in the previous survey. But this is still lower
than in the first quarter of 2012, when
43% of CFOs expected to see some of their
company’s receivables to fall into the risky
category.
Even so, more companies expect to grant
customers longer payment terms – 30%
anticipate their Days Sales Outstanding
(DSO) metric to lengthen (vs. only 19% in
the first-quarter survey).
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Fear of regulations
What are the most serious external issues that face your company?

Base: 145 respondents.

Respondents were asked to identify and
rank the top three external issues their
company faces, with Rank 1 denoting the
most serious concern. As in past surveys,
consumer demand is ranked the No. 1
worry by 31% of respondents (previous
quarter: 34%). In all, 50% rank consumer
demand as a top-three concern (previous
survey: 56%).
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The level of worry about government
regulations remains elevated. It is ranked
the No. 1 concern by 14% of respondents
(15% in the previous survey). Four out of ten
of the executives surveyed cite government
regulations as a top-three external issue
(42%), from only 31% last year.
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The concern about regulatory action may
be related to changes in policies and
regulations related to the property sector
in China, Hong Kong and Singapore.
Additionally, the new political leadership
in Beijing is intensifying an anti-corruption
campaign and has started to move on
financial-sector reforms, including a plan
to allow foreign banks to set up operations
in a free trade zone in Shanghai and the
recent elimination of a floor on interest
rates that financial institutions can offer
borrowers.
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Foreign competition (28% vs. 32%) and
currency risk (28% vs. 25% previously)
round out the list of key external concerns.
Worries over an influx of foreign rivals have
been rising since the beginning of 2012,
when just 19% of respondents cited this
external issue as a top-three concern.
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Unending talent search
What are the most serious internal issues that face your company?

Base: 143 respondents

Respondents were also asked to identify and rank the top
three internal issues their company faces. Attracting and
retaining qualified employees is ranked yet again as the No. 1
internal challenge by the most number of respondents (24%
vs. 26% in the previous survey).

It is interesting to note that cost-cutting, the top concern in the
aftermath of the global financial crisis in 2008-09, is closing
the gap with talent management as an internal concern. Forty
six percent of respondents cite cutting costs and supplier
spend as a top-three worry, compared with 31% in the
previous survey.

In all, 51% of respondents cite talent management as a topthree internal concern, from 54% previously and 60% in the
first-quarter survey.
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Cost cutting is top-of-mind
What is your company’s strategic focus in the next 12 months?

Base: 140 respondents
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Confirmation that cost-cutting has become
a top-of-mind issue comes from responses
to the question on what the company’s
strategic focus will be in the next 12
months.

Consumer and market expansion is now
the top-three priority of only 48% of CFOs,
overtaken by renewed focus on sales,
marketing and distribution (52% top-three
focus).

Expanding to new markets used to be the
top-three strategic priority for companies
(66% said so in the fourth quarter survey
last year). In this survey, reducing overhead
cost is now cited as the top-three priority
by 56% of respondents (previous quarter:
52%). Cutting direct costs is cited as a topthree focus by 38%.

With optimism about economic growth
waning, at least in the short-term, it would
seem that companies are deciding that
cost-cutting rather than expansion is the
better part of valor. As well, the strategic
focus on sales and marketing may reflect
the calculation that concentrating on
nurturing current market share is a less
risky approach to growth than stepping out
to new geographical markets and consumer
segments.
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About this report
Fieldwork for this online survey was conducted from 2 to 16 July 2013. Cesar Bacani, CFO
Innovation’s Editor-in-Chief, devised the questionnaire, analysed the results, and wrote the
report. Dick Wong, Questex Asia Art Director, designed the report.
A total of 161 respondents from Singapore, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, China and other
jurisdictions in Asia participated in this survey. They are CFOs, finance directors, controllers
and other senior executives who work in a range of companies in terms of turnover, employee numbers and industry.

Respondents are personally based in the following markets . . .

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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. . . hold positions with the following titles . . .

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding

. . . work in companies with these employee numbers . . .

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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. . . have the following in annual global turnover . . .

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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. . . and engaged in the following industries:

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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